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At Froli everything revolves around the topic of balance — for all areas of life and
life situations, at home as well as when travelling, at work and in the area of rehabilitation. 

Decisive factors for the optimal balance between body, mind and soul, and thus quality of life, are 
ergonomic sitting and sleeping. For many decades, we have been inventing, developing and

producing innovative high-quality products for a wide range of Sit + Sleep applications
that meet the highest ergonomic and functional demands, are sustainable and help

users find their personal balance. 

Possibilities
How can we help you rethink sitting and reclining? We already offer many market 

leaders a wide range of options and intelligent solutions, including for the office, rehab, sleep 
furniture industry and trade as well as caravanning and boats. We are happy to develop 
value-adding products for your applications as well. With our experts at the locations

Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock (DE) and Ventspils (LV), we are well prepared for any kind of task. 

Inspiration
In this catalogue you will find a variety of inspirations as well as insights into our range 

of products and services. Our experienced team is ready to redesign individual,
successful products of the new generation with you.

The best products are created in partnership! Perhaps there are already products in our Froli
programme that correspond exactly to your ideas and needs. Of course, we will be happy 

to check this for you. In all this, we act with heart, mind and positive creative will.

Editorial

YOUR FROLI TEAM

it's all about 
balance 
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If there were 

only one word for 

what Froli is all about, it 

would be inventiveness. Cou-

pled with excellent manufacturing 

expertise, intelligent solutions and 

developments have been created since 

our foundation in 1962. Customers 

from trade and industry all over the 

world benefit from our expertise and 

extensive knowledge of ergonomics and 

health. We are continuously moving 

and developing with an eye on the 

markets, trends and needs. However, 

one thing remains uncompromisingly 

constant — the five pillars of our 

corporate philosophy: Customer 

satisfaction, quality, employee 

well-being, innovation and 

sustainability.

CUSTOMER  
SATISFACTION

QUALITY

THE WELL-BEING  
OF EMPLOYEES

INNOVATION

SUSTAINABILITY

the 5 pillars
corporate philosophy

of our



ALL THE POSSIBILI-
TIES FROM A SINGLE 
SOURCE 

Inventive spirit paired with manufac-
turing expertise — the foundation of the 
Froli success story. Inventiveness is the ma-
gic formula that shapes our corporate philo-
sophy today, just as it did 60 years ago. All Froli 
products that make daily life more pleasant and 
healthier are produced at our main site in Schloß Hol-
te-Stukenbrock, Germany, and at Froli Baltic SIA, Latvia.

PROFESSIONALSFROLI

PROFESSIONALS
heypossibilities!
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Ergonomics

Multifunctional

Ergonomically shaped and 
comfortable

Hard-wearing,  
resilient mechanics

High level of safety

Flexible

Cushioning

Hygienic

Stable and resilient

Easy to clean

Anatomically shaped

Comfortable

Bed systems for  
every requirement

Mattresses and pillows in a 
variety of designs

Wheel levellers for every 
vehicle and every situation

Accessories from lamps  
to glass holders

FUNCTIONAL  
PRODUCTS FOR THE

OFFICE ENVIRONMENT
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Vitality

ERGONOMIC  
PRODUCTS FOR 

REHAB + HEALTH

Comfort

INNOVATIVE   
ACCESSORIES FOR

TRAVELLING + AT HOME



THE FEELING OF HOME 
— ANYTIME AND
ANYWHERE 

More than 60 years ago, our company 
founder Heinrich Fromme was already 
gripped by a thirst for adventure, free-
dom and independence — in other words, 
travel fever. Even then, it was clear to him 
that restful sleep was the source of the next 
adventure. He didn't fiddle around for long and 
put his concentrated plastics expertise, for which 
he had already received international patents, into bed 
systems — for caravans and also for the home, and directly 
applied for the first patent for this as well.

TRAVELFROLI

TRAVEL
heyadventure!
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Stepless or step wedge

Optional accessories

With or without bag

e.g. made of bio-based plastic

LED lights

Holder for solar panels

Magnetic door holders 

Glass and tableware holders 

Hook sets

and many other practical aids

BED SYSTEMS FOR HOME AND TRAVELS

Everything that makes 
travelling even more 

relaxing.

Froli was the first manufacturer of patented ergonomic spring elements 
for bed systems to establish itself in the market in 1993. It has been awarded many 

prestigious prizes and now supplies to more than 30 countries. 

Froli bed systems bear the seal of the Institut für Gesundheit und Ergonomie e.V. (Institute for Health and 
Ergonomics), Nuremberg and in 2021 the company was awarded the "Ergonomics Innovation Prize".

IT ALL COMES DOWN

Wheel levellers — not too big, not too heavy, 
many sizes and designs and able 

to "lift" any weight.

Home is where I wake up.

TO THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT

THE EXTRA

IN COMFORT

Froli shop 
www.froli.com/shop

Caravaning accessories  
catalogue download:



BODY, MIND AND SOUL IN
HARMONIC BALANCE  

A good night's sleep is the cornersto-
ne for a successful day and quality of life. 
During sleep, the body regenerates, strengthens 
its immunity and revitalises itself for a new day. 
With our Froli bed systems, you will find the ideal 
balance between body, mind and soul while you sleep.

HOMEFROLI

HOME
heynew morning!
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Refresh Recharge energy Relax

The best, quickest and cheapest 
way to an all-round feeling 

of well-being for the whole family.

The all-rounder 
for a day full 

of vitality.

The sleep concept that 
leaves nothing to be desired 

in terms of comfort.

FROLI AZUR FROLI GOLDFROLI JADE
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The Froli bed system 
 for a fresh kick 
in the morning.

The Froli bed system 
for active people who draw 
their strength from sleep.

The Froli bed system  
for all-round relaxation  
of body, mind and soul.

THE RIGHT BALANCE BETWEEN SPRING BASE, MATTRESS AND 
PILLOW IS CRUCIAL FOR OPTIMAL BODY BALANCE.

THE SPINE REMAINS IN AN ORTHOPAEDICALLY CORRECT POSITION

TARGETED PRESSURE RELIEF

ALL BED SYSTEMS ARE DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY FROLI

ECOLOGICALLY DEVELOPED, RECYCLABLE SPRING BASE

Tested and recommended by the Sleep 
Institute and Centre for Rehabilitation ISST 
Dr. Berndsen and the Interessengemein-
schaft der Rückenschullehrer/innen e. V. 
(Association of Back School Teachers).
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Home catalogue 
catalogue download:

Froli shop 
www.froli.com/shop



SUSTAINABILITYFROLI

SUSTAINABILITY

Froli is one of the top 100 most innovative companies 
in the German SME sector.

Future needs heritage

heynature !

USE OF ONLY HIGH QUALITY AND 
DURABLE MATERIALS

USE OF THE LATEST ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
PROCESSES IN ALL PHASES OF PRODUCTION

VALUE-ORIENTED AND FAIR DEALINGS WITH 
EMPLOYEES AND BUSINESS PARTNERS

Even our company founder Hein-
rich Fromme thought and acted 
with foresight with a view to the 
future and was aware of his re-
sponsibility towards the environ-
ment and his employees. Even if 
95% bio-based plastic was not 
yet an issue at the time and the 

thought of a beehive in one's own 
company garden was still far away 
— all environmentally friendly op-
tions available at the time were 
exploited.

Today, responsible thinking and 
consistent action in all areas have 
long been firmly anchored in our 
corporate philosophy — and are 
verifiable, from product develop-
ment and production to disposal 
and recycling.

FROLI'S SUSTAINABLE  
BUSINESS CYCLE:
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SUSTAINABILITY CODE
GERMAN 

2020The German Sustainability Code supports the development of a sustai-
nability strategy and reporting in companies: For more transparency of 
our values and measures on the topic of sustainability.

BEEHIVE IN THE 
COMPANY GARDEN

– SINCE 2018 –

MADE IN
GERMANY

"Made in Germany" 
and even "from the region for 

the region". We develop and manufac-
ture in our own production facilities in Ger-

many. When choosing our suppliers, we attach 
value to regional proximity.

 
We generate our 

own energy through photovol-
taics and through a chip incinerator 

for the thermal utilisation of wood waste.

through renewable
energy

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

1500 trees for 
climate protection planted 

in 2021/22 in cooperation with the 
Plant-my-Tree project.

1500 TREES

Mainly made from renewable raw material.
Largely without petroleum-based plastic
— our Green Editions.

BIO- 
BASED 
PLASTIC95 %

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

INDOOR WASTE MANAGEMENT

REPAIR-FRIENDLY



COMPONENTSPROFESSIONALS

Lifestyles and work structures are in constant flux. 
Areas are merging with each other or being comple-
tely rethought. Regardless of how we live and work 
— it's always about sitting, standing, laying down. 
Ergonomics and health are the decisive factors that 
give us energy, maintain our mobility and promote 
our activities. And that's exactly what we've been 
doing — for decades and still with the greatest pas-
sion. With products and components that ensure 
that body, mind and soul are in perfect balance — in 
the workplace and at home, while travelling and in 
the area of rehabilitation.

What began in 1962 with plastic windows in Schloß 
Holte soon led to the development and production 
of ergonomic products and components for sitting 
and sleeping. Today, we develop and produce a com-
prehensive range of components for national and 
international customers — as the market leader in 
our industry — at our main location in Schloß Holte-
Stukenbrock and in Ventspils in Latvia. 

What are the needs of the market and end users? 
How can we help to make daily life more pleasant? 
How can we optimise products to achieve the best 
result for often difficult installation spaces? Ques-
tions that determine our daily work and inspire us 
every day to think innovatively and develop custo-
mised solutions — close to the market, close to the 
customer, close to the needs. At the same time, we 
are fast and flexible thanks to our manufacturing 
expertise and depth.
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heypossibilities!

The entire world 
of possibilities
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SLEEP

SIT



PRODUCTION FACILITIESPROFESSIONALS

At Froli, we combine the competences in different stages of the value chain to offer our customers the best possible 
result. Research and development, prototype and tool construction, wood, textile, metal and plastic processing as 
well as various assembly areas offer an all-round carefree package. We supplement our expertise with a targeted 
network of partners. We work together with regional and international institutes, universities and companies.

This is where everything comes together. The wood and 
aluminium from the machine room, plastic components 
from the injection moulding, textiles from the sewing 
shop. Safety-relevant screw connections are created 
with angle of rotation and torque monitoring. All beds, 
for example, receive a quality ID code for traceability. 
This has been standard at Froli for a long time and is 
very rare in furniture production worldwide. This is whe-
re commitment meets care. Our team is highly motivated 
and is also happy to fully commit to your requirements.

ASSEMBLY

Especially in the Sleep sector, Froli products come very 
close to our customers. Cover fabrics for mattresses and 
pillows, decorative upholstery fabrics for bed frames or 
in vehicle interiors as well as technical textiles with high 
functional value. At Froli, experts work on the selection 
and processing of materials. In close cooperation with 
the quality department, product management and bed 
production, samples are produced quickly and easily. 
Whether it's quantity 1 or series production — Froli has 
the capabilities to meet your requirements. Froli Baltic 
SIA expands our capacities if required and also offers 
DIN EN ISO 9001 certified quality management.

SEWING

The quality of the end product is decisively determined 
by the quality of the tool. Our tool mould construction 
and manufacturing is integrated into our development 
and production processes. Through preventive mainte-
nance and care, we can ensure the excellent, consistent 
quality of our products as well as deadline flexibility and 
continuous delivery readiness — a major plus point for 
our customers in securing supply chains.

TOOLMAKING

PRODUCTION FACILITIES

COMPLETELY
CARE FREE
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Low costs and fast realisation are the unbeatable ad-
vantages of the deep-drawing process. The interaction 
of low-cost tools and the simple realisation of material, 
surface, thickness and colour variants make this process 
so attractive and popular. After the deep-drawing pro-
cess, the articles are subjected to further processing so 
that, for example, different drilling patterns are possible 
with production from just one tool.

VACUUM FORMING

Polyurethane integral foam is a very versatile material 
which is processed at Froli with a lot of experience at 
the locations Schloß Holte, Germany, and Ventspils, Lat-
via. This results in very high-quality products in vari-
ous degrees of hardness, which are highly valued by our 
customers, e.g. from the rehabilitation, office and spe-
cial vehicle sectors. Froli has a lot of competence in the 
formulation of the material components. Products are 
created for the highest demands on quality, ergonomics 
and cleanability. For example, biocompatibility accor-
ding to EN ISO 10993-5:2009 (cytotoxicity of eluates) 
is a matter of course for many products. If you have 
special requirements, our team will be happy to advise 
you. With our other service areas such as toolmaking, 
injection moulding and woodworking, we can offer you 
comprehensive project planning and series production 
from a single source.

PUR INTEGRAL SKIN FOAMS

Our competence area of plastics processing offers you 
special material and processing expertise. Technical 
plastic and assembly products, e.g. made of high lo-
ad-bearing PA compounds, permanently elastic TPEs 
and many other thermoplastics, are our own develop-
ments that reflect our inventive spirit. The materials are 
characterised, among other things, by particularly high 
load-bearing capacity, variable elasticities, degrees of 
hardness and conductivity. We are specialists for small 
and large series. The range of services includes injection 
moulded parts with injection volumes of 1 - 2,500 g and 
a machine clamping force of 25 - 500 t.

INJECTION MOULDING

FLEXIBLE, FAST, COMPETENT.

UNDER ONE
ROOF. 



INNOVATIONSPROFESSIONALS

We love challenges. Our experts in ergonomics, produc-
tion and assembly processes are an important driver for 
our innovative strength. Whether it's about generating 
the best sleeping comfort from difficult installation si-
tuations or creating the right components for your new 
work chair — we have the professionals to do it. We 
don't just think about individual components, but always 
keep the interplay of the components firmly in mind. The 
result: numerous innovation, ergonomics, quality and 
sustainability awards. And many thousands of happy 
customers.

CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WITH
VISION

INNOVATIONS
FOR THE FUTURE

i Contact our 
Froli staff directly.



19competent

Quality management is an elementary component of our 
corporate philosophy and enjoys the highest priority. We 
have been DIN EN ISO 9001 (2015) certified since 1995. 
Since we also deliver directly to automotive OEMs, qua-
lity management at Froli in many cases goes far beyond 
the requirements of ISO 9001.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Our team in energy, environmental and waste manage-
ment works hand in hand with all areas of the company. 
In 2023, an environmental management system will be 
implemented and certified. Sustainable thinking and ac-
tion are integral parts of the Froli DNA.

SUSTAINABILITY

The security of data and prototypes has long been a high 
priority at Froli. Data protection and data security are 
lived processes. To document our high standards, we are 
striving for TISAX certification in 2023/2024.

INFORMATION SECURITY

PERFECTLY
THOUGHT-OUT



SITPROFESSIONALS

SIT WELL, FEEL GOOD. 

It's hard to believe how many ways 
there are to optimise your own sit-
ting position. The harmonious balan-
ce between arm and backrest, chair 
height and upholstery can work 
wonders — from relieving and rela-
xing to activating.

For all needs, whether for office or 
work chairs or in the area of rehabi-
litation and health, we offer a range 
of products and components that 
leaves nothing to be desired in terms 
of ergonomics and simultaneous 
functionality.

Have you not yet found what you 
are looking for? We will be happy 
to present the complete Froli range 
to you. Or design a new product — 
entirely according to your wishes 
and specifications.

SIT WE HAVE
SOLUTIONS!

i

for professionals

Contact our 
Froli staff directly.
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Ergonomics - for 
heal thy working

FUNCTIONAL 
PRODUCTS FOR THE

OFFICE AND WORK AREA

Vi tality means
quality of life

ERGONOMIC  
PRODUCTS FOR

REHAB + HEALTH

Whether arm supports or armrests, 
seats and backrests or standing aids 
— in addition to excellent product 
quality, the material properties, ad-
justability and multifunctional ap-
plication options of the individual 
elements play an equally important 
role in achieving the right balance 
between ergonomics and functiona-
lity in everyday working life.

High resilience, the best ergonomics 
and the fulfilment of the highest 
hygiene and health requirements, 
such as biocompatibility, are at the 
forefront of products for therapy, 
rehabilitation, medicine and fitness. 
The product range here extends from 
leg and calf supports to upholstered 
rolls and medical toilet seats to neck 
and head supports. Cushions and 
pads are manufactured with closed, 
impact- and water-resistant sur-
faces, making them robust against 
mechanical and chemical influences 
and particularly easy to clean.



SITPROFESSIONALS

VALESCO

An eye-catcher for production or reception!
With the Froli components seat, back and back cover of 
the Valesco series, you can build beautiful seating for many 
areas of application.

MAGISTER

With backrest or without. 
The Magister series stands out from commercially avai-
lable stool seats due to its high level of comfort, out- 
standing material properties and the well thought-out 
back/armrest combination.

EVERYTHING 
CAREFULLY 
THOUGHT 

OUT

Improving and enhancing quality of life in every situation — that is what we are aiming for. Whether at home, at work, 
in therapy centres or hospitals — we develop innovative components for the REHA sector that noticeably facilitate the 
mobility of their users. Froli PUR material optimally combines function, the highest hygiene properties and comfort.

i Contact our 
Froli staff directly.
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WORK CHAIRS

INTELLIGENT INNOVATIONS FOR HEALTH

The complement to the Fortuna work chair! 
Here, too, we have created something extraor-
dinary in terms of seating comfort and features.

for professionals

FORTUNA SEAT FORTUNA STANDING AID

DESIGN SEAT 

The attractive rib design optimises ventilation.
A highlight for all areas.

DESIGN STANDING AID 

Light support for the lower back thanks to the 
attractive backrest design. The perfect comple-
ment to the Design Series work chair.

Top seating quality and slim lines! Thanks to the 
targeted combination of material properties and 
inlay design, the Fortuna series matches the hig-
hest levels of seating comfort.



SITPROFESSIONALS

With Froli, there is a wide range of possible combinations of 
design, function, material and connection to your chair.

Let us talk about your requirements and we will find the 
right basis for a joint project. 

Height-adjustable and non-adjustable armrests are also 
part of our product range — manufactured using injec-
tion moulding or PUR integral foam processes. Just the 
way you want it.

FUNCTION & 
QUALITY

At Froli, there is a wide range of armrests and arm supports to meet your ultimate requirements. A big part of our work 
is to create a perfectly matched armrest based on our customers' design wishes and Froli's basic components. Your 
advantages: The investment costs are low and you still get the perfect armrest for the chair. In addition, you can rely 
on our decades of experience in terms of function and quality.

i

ARMRESTS FOR

OFFICE, WORK AND 

CONTRACT CHAIRS

HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE

Contact our 
Froli staff directly.
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ARMRESTSfor professionals

Lever with sliding block and self-locking nut. 
This accessory should not be missing. In order 
to securely attach armrests with slotted holes to 
your seat support, we already have the matching 
clamping lever.

One example of many from our product range. 
The polygon armrest is produced in our injection 
moulding department.

FLEXIBLE ARMREST

Cantilever armrest 8295 and bracket.

Our modular system allows you to generate diffe-
rent functions and price levels with one basic support 
system. From only height-adjustable with PP pad to 
height, side and longitudinal adjustment and swivel-
ling along with super-comfortable PUR pad.

MULTIFUNCTION ARMRESTS BOLT LEVER

RING ARMREST POLYGON

INTELLIGENT INNOVATIONS FOR HEALTH



SITPROFESSIONALS

For care, we offer numerous components that 
make life easier.  
Shown here is our care seat system with or without hygiene 
opening, with lid, bucket holder and backrest.

LATERAL HEADREST 5981

Lateral support is provided by this headrest.  
Made of PUR with a closed surface, it is comfortable, easy to 
clean and offers biocompatibility.

IMPORTANT 
FACTOR: 
HYGIENE

Hygiene, ergonomics and durability are important to our customers. In addition, the material must be well tolerated 
by a human’s skin. The Froli PUR integral foam system offers all this. In close cooperation, many products have been 
developed that make life easier. Ergonomics are the result of an intelligent combination of material properties and 
geometry.

i

MEDICAL CARE SEAT AND COVER

Contact our 
Froli staff directly.
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REHABfor professionals

Due to the great properties of the material, the arm 
tray is very easy to disinfect and is therefore often 
used for blood donation chairs and dialysis beds.

LEG PLATE 6147

Our product range also includes cushioning rol-
lers for training equipment. Here our version 
with concave geometry.

Many customers appreciate the great quality! 
The shell is used for gynaecologist chairs, for 
example.

Comfortable support and lateral guidance for 
the legs.

ARM SHELL 5951

UPHOLSTERY ROLL 6409 LEG REST 5722

INTELLIGENT INNOVATIONS FOR HEALTH



SIT & SLEEPPROFESSIONALS

The Froli alis stool seat is certified by the Institute for Health and Ergonomics. The innovative development from Froli 
consists of just a few recyclable plastic components: the large flexible seat spring and the 2-section seat shell. For 
dynamic, back-friendly sitting with healthy ventilation and plenty of room to move. For the doctor’s waiting room, the 
laboratory and other innovative working environments of our time.

Click here for the Froli alis 
3D video animation

Healthy and conscious sitting through dynamic seat ad-
justment. Pressure relief and freedom of movement. 
The seat is divided into two wing elements and good ven-
tilation is thus guaranteed. Modern meets timeless design, 
combined with ergonomics. Versatile applications, e.g. con-
tract seating, stools, standing aids.

Available in dynamic and
super dynamic versions.

ALIS
DYNAMIC 
SEATING 

COMFORT

AVAILABLE IN 
2 VERSIONS

Ergonomic
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SIT & SLEEPfor professionals

SLIDING SOLUTION

This seat spring with built-in overload protection 
offers very fine pressure relief. In different degrees 
of hardness, it offers comfort for different types 
of load.

ONTO

Application example of a customer with round 
seating group for the day and sleeping bench 
for the night. Top ventilation and perfect sitting 
and lying!

Lots of support when sitting thanks to the dense arrangement of the elements! When pulled apart, the result is a large, 
fantastically flexible support for lying down. The ideal solution to make combined sitting and lying applications also 
ergonomically perfect.

ONTO SEAT SPRINGS

SIT & SLEEP 
SPECIALS

INTEGRATED 
OVERLOAD 

PROTECTION

INTELLIGENT INNOVATIONS FOR HEALTH



SLEEPPROFESSIONALS

RECHARGE YOUR ENERGY 
WHILST YOU SLEEP

The special thing about Froli beds, 
apart from the first-class quality 
of all the individual components, is 
the variety of possible functions and 
features. In 1993, Froli was the first 
manufacturer to successfully intro-
duce patented spring elements for 
beds. They are unique on the market 
and incomparable in comfort.

Today, Froli is the specialist for the 
development and production of so-
phisticated systems, consisting of a 
base and mattress, for home, hotels, 
clinics and travel vehicles.

THE FROLI
SYSTEM!

SLEEP
Er
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for professionals

i Contact our 
Froli staff directly.
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Restful, healthy sleep — especially 
when travelling, irreplaceable for an 
energetic next day full of activities 
or even a safe onward journey. We 
offer our industry partners a wide 
range of excellent bed, upholstery 
and seating systems that meet all 
requirements for comfort, stability, 
ergonomics and ventilation — 
whether in a motorhome, compact 
vehicle, caravan, boat or yacht, from 
the frame to the spring mat to the 
upholstery. It's amazing how much 
comfort is possible in the smallest 
space — with Froli.

Best sleep. 
Everywhere.

BED SYSTEMS  
FOR

FOR TRAVELLING

AND SPECIAL INSTALLATION SITUATIONS

It is impossible to imagine many 
leading hotels in the world without 
Froli folding beds. Exceptional pro-
ducts for highly demanding guests. 
Many hospitals also count on Froli: 
as an extra bed for family members 
and doctors on call. Our beds for the 
home can now be found on every 
continent. We are looking forward 
to new partners in distribution and 
specialised trade. It is often furniture 
manufacturers who make the diffe-
rence in competition with Froli pro-
ducts as complementary products.

Regeneration assured. 
Everywhere.

BED SYSTEMS  
FOR

HOME, 

HOTELS AND CLINICS



SLEEPPROFESSIONALS

Drop-in frames in many adjustment variants and matching 
Froli mattresses: You are a distributor and would like to 
introduce Froli brand products in your area? Then we have 
a premium programme for you. Are you a mattress manu-
facturer? Then we will be happy to match a system ideally 
with your mattress — so there is the best result for your 
customers!

Roof bed, lift bed, alcove, rear bed, front cabin, with 
flaps, radii, corners,.... We have already developed 
many solutions for our international customers. To 
do this, we draw on a wide range of components and 
tried-and-tested combinations of comfort elements 
and load-bearing components.

TRAVELLING

There is room in the smallest hut — so they say. But can you also lie down and sleep well everywhere? Our motto is: To-
morrow starts tonight! We have been dealing with this issue for decades. At home, in hotels, clinics and in recreational 
vehicles. In Africa, Asia, America, Oceania and Europe. Even a king has already equipped his private aircraft with Froli 
systems, of course with 4 motors, massage and light equipment. We have a solution not only for all bedroom situa-
tions, but also for every customer. Retrofit sets for do-it-yourself installation, systems for professional vehicle fitters 
and property furnishers, complete side beds with solid wood and patented folding mechanism. So it is fair to say: Froli 
— sleeping well on land, water and in the air. On the following pages we give you a small insight into our possibilities.

HOME

i Contact our 
Froli staff directly.
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IT’S EASY AND 
SIMPLE!

Do you work with your own brand? 
Here is our recommendation as an example: the Froli 
Tienda. Thanks to its stable construction, it can stand on 
its own feet, roll on castors or be used as an drop-in 
frame in a bed base. The picture shows the adjustment 
type 2 motors frame-integrated. It also works if you sim-
ply place it flat on the floor.

Need a solution for optimised shipping? 
We have solutions for you! Here the Froli easy. A split 
frame that is simply transported and assembled. A great 
thing as an drop-in frame!

Can it be simpler? 
Supplied rolled up in a cardboard box. Unrolled, a fine 
underlay for any mattress.

SYSTEMS FOR PERFECT SLEEP IN BALANCE

Home
SLEEP IN BALANCE

Home

Home Travelling&

for professionals



SLEEPPROFESSIONALS

RELAX + FOLD

5 stars for our design classic! 
Top hotels and resorts all over the world have already cho-
sen this masterpiece. When unfolded, this luxury folding 
bed naturally offers a Froli sleep experience, a high-qua-
lity mattress, a comfortable height and a convenient head 
adjustment.

STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Folding solutions for vehicles! 
We offer manufacturers of storage space solutions our 
expertise in developing optimum sleeping comfort in a 
load-bearing, integrated spring/mattress combination. 
We also have plenty of experience in this area.

TALK TO US

Here we show some examples of our already developed products and components. We have realised these for leading 
hotels, hospitals and travel vehicle manufacturers.

i

A masterpiece

Contact our Froli
employees directly.
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SLEEPING IS RELAXING

Our offer for facilities with high demands on 
cleaning and use in patient rooms. The mattress 
is equipped with an air-permeable, water-repel-
lent PUR cover.

RELAX + MOVE RELAX + MOVE CARE

SLEEPING PAD

Our foldable sleeping pad that optimises lying on 
folded seats. Lightweight and space-saving during 
transport and protected from dirt by an optional 
cover. The material is optimised for use on slightly 
uneven surfaces.

FOLDING SUPPORT

This is how narrow it can be. Super space-saving 
when not in use, and thanks to the zipper hinges 
always neatly together.

Can a side bed be so beautiful? It certainly can. 
Our solution for pharmacists and doctors on call 
or simply lovers of modern design. Thanks to 
Froli technology, the highest sleeping comfort 
and top function here too.

NARROW DESIGN 
FOR 

SMALL SPACES

for professionals

SYSTEMS FOR PERFECT SLEEP IN BALANCE



SLEEPPROFESSIONALS

So many great products have already emerged from our 
system thinking.  
Intelligent connection to adjacent furniture or vehicle parts 
through mounting accessories. Super flat and/or super sta-
ble — at Froli we have a solution ready for all requirements. 
Our technology can be used to create a beautiful look for 
the underside with textiles, e.g. for lift beds or roof beds.

COMPONENTS

Our spring mats. What a great idea! 
To reduce assembly work, we have developed the spring 
mat for large-series manufacturers. It comes stacked in-
side each other to reduce logistics costs. Place mat after 
mat on a plate, fix it in place and the comfortable sup-
port and ventilation for the mattress is ready.

Incredibly versatile! We have the solution for your project for almost all installation situations, price ranges and pur-
chase quantities. Of course, always in proven Froli quality.

i

ALUMINIUM

MODULAR SYSTEM

FIX AND 
DONE! Mat for mat...

Contact our 
Froli staff directly.
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SYSTEM BASED SLEEP 

If we have to bridge a long way unsupported, then we 
reach for our higher aluminium profile. 200 kg at 2 m 
span is no problem. Ideal for building lift beds or rear 
beds with support points on the outside of the vehicle.

ALUMINIUM PROFILE SYSTEM HIGH ALUMINIUM PROFILE SYSTEM

TRAVELFIX DIY

Many possibilities through a variety of components. 
We never leave a customer alone! Our experts are 
sure to find the right combination for your requi-
rements. Here is our package for self-builders and 
small batch producers.

STAR BED IN THE BOX

Super simple, super popular, super sleeping. Our best-
seller in the end customer segment is the Bed in the 
Box. Simply mount it yourself on a slat frame or wooden 
panel. Absolutely variable in length and width as well 
as in the degree of hardness over the entire surface.

Sometimes it has to go around the bend. Where 
can one find as many possibilities as there are 
with Froli.

BRIDGING LONG  
DISTANCES

DIY 
 SOLUTIONS

THE ORIGINAL 
FROM FROLI

for professionals

SYSTEMS FOR PERFECT SLEEP IN BALANCE



hey success!

it's all about awards
Innovations, quality and sustainability — inseparably linked at Froli, consistently lived and 

awarded with numerous prizes. 

You can see an excerpt of our company and product honours and awards here:

AWARDS + IMPRINTFROLI
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hey solutions!

FROLI IMPRINT

Froli GmbH & Co. KG 
Liemker Straße 27

33758 Schloß Holte-St. 
Telefon +49 5207 95 00-0

Fax +49 5207 95 00-61
E-Mail froli@froli.com

Register Court Bielefeld HRA 15098
Managing director: 

Dr. rer. pol. Margret Fromme-Ruthmann, Peter Liebing 
VAT-ID No.: DE814779133 

General partner: FROLI Fromme GmbH
Seat Schloß Holte-St.

Register Court Bielefeld HRB 38995
The place of jurisdiction for both parties is Bielefeld. 

The place of performance is the registered office of the company.

Conception and design: 
Agency cands, concepts & solutions gmbh, cands.de

TALK TO US!
We look forward to presenting you with 
the whole world of possibilities for the 
perfect balance of sit & sleep.

to the contact form

Subject to technical and colour changes.
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To protect our 
environment we have 
made this brochure climate 
neutral and FSC®-certified
printed.
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